The detection of landmine has been an active research area over the past few years. The research is driven mainly for humanitarian purposes to clear up mine fields left after wars that claim more than 30,000 deaths and injuries every year. Metal detector is an effective sensor to detect metal mines. However, it cannot detect plastic mines or mines with low metal content. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is an alternative sensor that is gaining popularity for landmine detection. GPR sends out signal that penetrates to the ground and measures the returned signal to detect landmines. An advantage of GPR is that it can detect plastic mines or mines with low metal content. On the other hand, GPR signal return is very susceptible to ground bounce and interference, and signal processing is indispensable to improve detection and reduce false alarms.

This seminar begins with an introduction to the problem of landmine detection, and proceeds to describe novel signal processing techniques for GPR in vehicle mounted and hand-held based mine detection systems. In the vehicle mounted system, the feature based hidden Markov model (HMM) technique to detect landmines will be presented. The HMM technique is able to handle different sizes and variations in the mine signatures and provides much better detection accuracy compared to the residual energy detector. In the hand-held based system, the statistical based linear prediction detector will be presented. The linear prediction detector is able to minimize the undesirable variations in the GPR signal from the operating environment and human operator effect, and provides significant improvement in performance compared to the baseline technique. Experimental results for data collected at several government test sites will be presented to demonstrate the performance of the proposed techniques.
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